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Editorial Statement and Permissions

Shakespeare’s King Lear (1608)
This Digital Book was edited and produced by

Katherine Beste in collaboration with the Publications Unit
at Illinois State University in Bloomington-Normal, Illinois. 2019.

This book is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion-ShareAlike 4.0

International License (CC BY-SA 4.0)
Folger Copy

This edition of King Lear (1608) was created from digital images of 
Folger Shakespeare Library, STC 22292 copy 1.

His true chronicle historie of the life and death of King Lear and his 
three daughters. 

Printed [by Nicholas Okes] for Nathaniel Butter, and are to be sold 
at his shop in Pauls Church-yard at the signe of the Pide Bull neere 

St. Austins Gate. 1608.
Signatures: [A]2 B-L4.

The Folger copy of King Lear (1608) is missing leaves A3 and A4. The 
title leaf (A4) has been provided in facsimile. The first two leaves 

(A1-A2) may have been used to print preliminary material for other 
copies of the play. Some catchwords and signatures have been 
cropped, as have many of the headlines. A few catchwords and 

signatures were added by a later reader by hand. A stain on leaf L3 
allows printed words from page L3r to show through on L3v. Leaf B3 

has been repaired.
Shakespeare in Sheets Editing

During the editing process, catchwords and signatures have been 
replaced or added to facilitate the folding process. These changes 
can be seen clearly in brackets and a modern font. The stain on leaf 

L3 has been reproduced, but other markings and smudges were 
erased for ease of reading. This edition uses a full sheet for A1-A4, 
so the first three leaves are blank, and have been marked as such. 

Users may choose to remove A1-A3 if they wish.
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